Identification Requirements for Certified Guide and Service Dogs Travelling with Harbour Air

Guide and service dog teams that hold either government issued ID or ID issued by member agencies of Assistance Dogs International or the International Guide Dog Federation are the only proof of training cards recognized by Harbour Air Group.

If there is a challenge identifying the difference between acceptable accreditation for Guide Dogs and Service Dog Equipment and I.D. Cards, please Contact:

William Thornton CEO
BC & Alberta Guide Dogs
Office: 604.940.4504
Cell: 778.839.0080
Email: William.thornton@bcguidedog.com

Examples of logos from accepted training organizations

Assistance Dogs International*

International Guide Dog Federation*

BC & Alberta Guide Dogs

Pacific Assistance Dog Society

*Dog graphic in logo may be yellow or white in colour.
Examples of ID cards from accepted training organizations

EXAMPLE #1
Issued by – Government of BC
Logo – Province of BC (or Alberta)
Note – Also acceptable with the word “trainer” after the word “Certificate”

EXAMPLE #2
Issued by – BC & Alberta Guide Dogs

EXAMPLE #3
Issued by – BC & Alberta Guide Dogs
Logo – Assistance Dogs International & BC & Alberta Guide Dogs

EXAMPLE #4
Issued by – Pacific Assistance Dog Society
Logo – Pacific Assistance Dog Society & Assistance Dogs International

Front of card

Back of card

This card is official verification that the person and dog named on this card are a certified PADS Assistance Dog team. As such, they are entitled to public access in accordance with the BC Guide Dog & Service Dog Act.
TEAM GRADUATION – 10-JULY-2017
MICROCHIP # 985 112 003 979 273
Expiry Date: July 2018

Approved by: [Signature]

Laura Watamaniuk – Executive Director

Pacific Assistance Dogs Society
1048 Stenvers Avenue, Burnaby BC V5N 4S6
604-527-0364 | info@pads.ca | pads.ca
Reg Charity # 89228 2347 RR0001
Examples of accepted harnesses & ID jackets

#1 – A typical Guide Dog Harness
The training organization’s name will be printed on the leather, possibly on the breast strap at the front or on the strap over the shoulders of the dog.

#2 – A typical Autism Support Dog Harness
In this example, the harness is issued by BC & Alberta Guide Dogs and has the organization name and logo clearly visible.

#3 – A typical Puppy-In-Training Jacket
In this example, the jacket is issued by BC & Alberta Guide Dogs. The organization name is clear, and the handler will also have an ID card.

#4 – Pacific Assistance Dogs Society Jackets
The “PADS” jackets are issued by the Pacific Assistance Dogs Society. Jackets with a blue background are typically for adult dogs and jackets with a yellow background are typically for puppies in training.